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**Abstract**

Universities, colleges, medical institutions and professional societies in the past used their museums as tools to establish themselves as the rightful producers of anatomical knowledge. Anatomical and medical museums, nearly ubiquitous in the cities of Europe and the United States, exhibited and preserved anatomical specimens as well as models and sculptures – some displaying great artistic and technical finesse – which depicted human anatomy in graphic detail.

A European anatomical collection network proposes to obtain, collect, and analyze a wide range of information about anatomical collections in Europe.

For our proposal it is important to focus the attention on ‘how’ as well as ‘what’ has been collected, to the strategies adopted for showing the collections, to the people who had access to the collections and the degree to which their prior experiences and expectations may have shaped their responses to it. It is also important to consider the geographical location and origins of anatomical collections, their anatomical models and specimens, the contents of lectures, the audiences targeted and also the questions raised in historical, sociological and anthropological literature about anatomy.

**Introduction**

Universities, colleges, medical institutions and professional societies in the past used their museums as tools to establish themselves as the rightful producers of anatomical knowledge. Anatomical and medical museums, nearly ubiquitous in the cities of Europe and the United States, exhibited and preserved anatomical specimens as well as models and sculptures – some displaying great artistic and technical finesse – which depicted human anatomy in graphic detail (KEMP & WALLACE 2000).

A good collection was a mark of status which would not only distinguish a university, a college or an institution from the others, but also serve as an assertion of legitimacy which grounded itself within the larger context of the natural sciences.

Museums are dynamic, vibrant entities that grow, shrink and adapt to shifting circumstances: It was common for anatomical and medical museums to retain scientific equipment in order to allow laboratory work to be done on site, and a museum’s ability to house a large collection of specimens and to possess space available to scientists and scholars was considered a primary role of the institution.

Renaissance ‘cabinets of curiosity’ boasted elaborate skeletal displays and in the 17th century, new preservation techniques allowed the long-term storage of soft tissues in spirits. But only in the mid-18th century did anatomical collections in their modern form begin to emerge (ALBERTI 2011a).

For a project about anatomical collections, it is important to focus the attention on ‘how’ as well as ‘what’ has been collected, to the strategies adopted for showing the collections, to the people who had access to the collections and the degree to which their prior experiences and expectations may have shaped their responses to it (BONNER 1995; CHAPLIN 2008, 138). It is also important to consider the geographical location and origins of anatomical collections, their anatomical models and specimens, the contents of lectures, the audiences targeted and also the questions raised in historical, sociological and anthropological literature about anatomy (SCHNALKE 2004; SECORD 2004).

---

1 Anatomical collections for teaching and explaining anatomy is primarily Bukowski’s work; Anatomical and medical museums is primarily Corradini’s work and the introduction and the third part is common work.
Anatomical collections for teaching and explaining anatomy

The human body with its functions is an object of research and an instrument of experience: in the late medieval period anatomical knowledge in Britain and Europe was largely based on manuscripts from classical Greece and medieval Italy, the dissection of animals such as pigs, and the intermittent dissection of condemned criminals (VESALIUS 1543; PARK 1994; PARK 1995; OLRY 1997; FRENCH 1999). However, by the 17th century, the situation changed as printed books of anatomical texts from Italy and France became more widely available (CUNNINGHAM 1997; CREGAN 2010; MITCHELL ET AL. 2011, 91).

Anatomical dissections took place in universities or schools of medicine or in others government supported institutions and were often commemorated in paintings or in printings: both the body and the audience were subject to the abstracting power of the anatomy text (GUERRINI 2004, 222; RUGGERI & PONTONI 2005; NESI ET AL. 2009).

The dissections were public in a limited sense: they were used as pedagogical displays intended for the edification of persons who were interested in the practical arts of setting bones, letting blood, kidney stone and kindred operations (lithotomy) and assisting in difficult childbirths. They were educational displays to learn the structure and functions of human body for the professional training: the recasting of dissections can be considered both as a form of personal improvement (PAYNE 2007) and a means for the development of the important professional competences of clinical detachment and empathy (HILDEBRANDT 2010).

Learning human body structure by performing hands-on dissections in the anatomical theatre had become a fundamental element of contemporary medical education to know as much as possible about the parts of the body and their functions, the body’s physiology and, when faced with illness, its pathology, being in professional competition with physicians: the human body was studied as a book to be read to learn what it was and what it meant to be alive with respect to anatomical, physiological, pathological and therapeutic knowledge (PÉREZ-PÉREZ 2010, 38; 46).

Starting from the seventeenth century and during the eighteenth century, auditoriums across Europe were filled with audiences attending lectures that included anatomical demonstrations of dissection upon human cadavers (FERRARI 1987).

In the following century forthcoming dissections were also advertised in newspapers and public anatomies were arranged for permanent exhibitions; for example, at the Präuscher’s Panoptikon und Anatomisches Museum, established in the Prater amusement park from 1871 until its 1945 destruction (BÜKLJAS 2010).

According to traditional strategic and disciplinary methods, through the practice of anatomical dissections the body was handled – literally and figuratively – framed, presented and represented, abstracted in texts and illustrations (CHOUILANT 1852; KEMP 2004; RIVA ET AL. 2009): Anatomical treatises were designed to be used in front of a dissected cadaver, but the drawings could not portray the experience of the sight and smell of a dismembered body (FRANCIS ET AL. 2001; MANDRESSI 2003; HORSLEY 2010, 17).

The space in which these anatomies were performed and the practices by which that knowledge was imparted, shaped the ways in which the human body was understood – a slow and uneven process – by which the body was subjected to a process of abstraction (KEMP & WALLACE 2000): with anxiety and wonder concerning knowledge of the body (HAYES 2008; WOLFE & GAL 2010).
It is interesting to study the processes and ceremonies involved in learning anatomy in the rooms where corpses were dissected and how the dissected bodies were treated, perceived and reshaped by the practice of anatomical pedagogy. According to Kate Cregan (2009), there are two key factors: the structure of the space in which the anatomical dissections took place, and the embodied actions performed within that space associated with the dissections conducted there.

The public autopsies at the hall were ceremonial occasions: As the construction of the anatomical theatre ensured the regulation of the people that entered it, so too did the carefully regulated anatomical performances which took place in it, following an old tradition explained in Alexander Read’s (1638) *The manual of the anatomy or dissection of the body of man: containing the enumeration and description of the parts of the same which usually are shewn in the publick anatomical exercises*. The dissection would also lead inevitably to contemplation of the meaning of death itself. The excessive emotion provoked by witnessing anatomy and particularly vivisection could turn against the moral purpose of the demonstration. In theory, dissection appealed first to the intellect and then to the emotions, but – as the proponents of the ancients contended in their ongoing debate with the moderns – witnessing anatomy could engage the emotions of the audience far more than it engaged their intellectual faculties. But as with public executions, the close presence of a dead human body could be emotionally disturbing: Dissection and vivisection could be intended as violent and transgressive acts (GUERRINI 2009, 10).

Moreover, sometimes these public dissections could have a limited role in education and research, because the performance was frequently geared towards the entertainment of authorities and paying visitors, and students could not discuss controversial issues at length. In addition, they were seated at a considerable distance from the dissecting table, behind the rows of professors and municipal officials (MARGÓCSY 2011, 3).

**Anatomical and medical museums**

Medical institutions and professional societies used their museums as tools to establish themselves as the rightful producers of anatomical knowledge: Very significant was the role of museums as formal spaces for the display of the products of anatomical investigations, not only preparations, pieces of human preserved in spirit or later in formalin (wet preparations) or in the exsiccated form (dry preparations) or obtained with a variety of processes used in their manufacture – like dissections, injections, fixation, maceration, and mounting (POLE 1790) –, but also of objects classed as either ‘humane rarities’ or ‘anatomical curiosities’ (APPLEBY 1996).

Anatomical and medical museums were aimed at professional societies or institutions where men learned to become doctors: on the one hand the discipline of anatomy afforded obvious contributions specific to the creation of the medical professional’s identity (WOLFE & GAL 2010); on the other hand, the medical profession was responsible for disseminating information about anatomy to a larger audience (KNOX 1836).

Historical anatomical and medical museums were founded as the result of the collections made by medical teachers and practitioners who would then bequeath them to an institution or professional society. These collections would then be added to over time, enhancing the eminence of the institution. Interest in these collections was by no means limited to would-be medical professionals, but was shared by what might be understood as an ‘anatomically-curious’ public audience (FERRARI 1987).

Until the late eighteenth century, natural science collections, like artistic and archaeological collections, were accessible to an audience limited to elites who, most frequently by dint of birth or
occasionally by educational attainment, possessed the status necessary to view them (PORTER 1995).

Only at the end of that century in Italy the anatomical collection created by the Grand Duke of Tuscany Peter Leopold (1765-1790) in Florence in the Imperial-Royal Museum for Physics and Natural History at La Specola was accessible to a general public including, specifically, the 'lower classes': It also provided an institutional model for displaying anatomy which was subsequently copied in Europe and America (POGGESI 2001, 6).

With a sort of an aesthetic strategy, the dissector and the preparer transformed messy and complicated bodies into abstracted and neatly presented objects, which mirrored naturalistic representational practice in medical or scientific illustration in which objects were generally presented without contextual imagery or symbolic adornment (LATOUR 1990, DASTON & GALISON 1992; ROBERTS & TOMLINSON 1992; BENSUADE-VINCENT & BLONDEL 2008; CHAPLIN 2008, 144; RIVA ET AL. 2009).

Preparations of dehydrated organs were placed on plaques in rows; specimen jars filled with wet preparations were available for spectators to examine on shelves; moulages in wax demonstrated pathologies of various kinds, partial and whole skeletons lined the walls, and every organ known to the discipline of anatomy could be on view.

Specimens and preparations were particularly useful for recording morbid features and abnormalities: They were used to register the results of specific observations or experiments, and were often cited by authors as evidence of priority in anatomical discovery (EALES 1974), and they played a crucial role for teaching in anatomy, surgery and midwifery, where they were used alongside, rather than instead of, cadavers as a means of demonstrating normal or morbid anatomical structures (ALBERTI 2011b). Their utility was partly a function of their physical properties. While not impervious to decay, preparations were more stable than fresh tissue and lacked the noisome qualities of freshly dissected cadavers. Moreover they could be handled and transported in ways that cadavers or unfixed tissues could not.

Learning to 'read' specimens and preparations was one of the specific practical skills which anatomy teachers sought to inculcate in their students, by encouraging their use as one element of a tripartite autopsy system that also involved observation of the dead cadaver and the live patient (HUNTER 1784, 89–92; LAWRENCE 1993, 165–170). Students were encouraged to make their own preparations as a way of becoming familiar with their properties as material objects, and also, for private study, to amass their own collections of specimens and
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preparations. Thus were collected in private museums (HUNTER 1784, 110; COOK 2002) images in print, oil, and watercolors (CHAPLIN 2008, 140) but wet preparations preserved in liquid and stored in sealed glass (towards the late nineteenth century, formaldehyde, a compound synthesized in the mid-19th century and used in organic chemistry, came to dominate bodily preservation); dry preparations obtained by extracting all liquid from the specimen and then injecting the object with wax – as wax replaced blood in the circulatory system, the cadaver's collapsed organs were restored to their natural state of life (DEGUEURCE & ADDS 2010); anatomical casts prepared in plaster from molds created from actual anatomical subjects; anatomical models in papier-mâché, clay (fig. 1–2), ivory or bronze (OLRY 2000); petrified preparations, organs and body parts hardened by chemicals, combined together and then cut into decorative tableaux. Anatomical models in wax (BALLESTRIERO 2010; COOKE 2010) started to appear from the 17th–18th century (fig. 3) and continued in the following century (fig. 4) in order to provide more visual information than was possible in the two-dimensional illustrations. These wax models compensated for the lack of effective preservation techniques for cadavers, which made dissection of deteriorating bodies highly unpleasant (MUSAJO SOMMA 2007; PATTISON 2007; RIVA ET AL. 2009, 220).

The aim of displaying certain groups of specimens and preparations was not only to demonstrate physical difference, but to explain the larger implications of what these physical differences might mean. However even if the models on display had been subject to a neat categorization, they would still escape full mastery, for death refuses to be mastered by the living (JORDANOVA 1999, 14; CASSELL 2005).

Starting from the middle of the nineteenth century, the developing fields of ethnography and anthropology moved into the anatomical museums, sometimes to the point of incorporating these disciplines’ names into the appellations of museums themselves or the collections of specimens or into the exhibition of the anatomical museums. The anatomical museum created a revelatory space in which self-evident principles could be more broadly applied to racial or ethnic populations, where the bodies were, in essence, documentation of the types of persons on display. The nineteenth century is rife with examples of anthropologically-based racial constructions that arose in scientific institutions; it should hardly be surprising that central to these constructions was the body itself (WOLF 2010, 49). The anatomical museums became a sort of forum for proposing social constructs of race, reinforced by the purported objectivity of science.

In the medical museum of nineteenth century, doctors were eager to distance their profession with the scientific triumph of logic over the superstitions of ‘monstrosities’ that characterized medical texts of

Fig. 3 - Giovan Battista Manfredini, Anatomical clay representing a womb of a twin birth, 2nd half of 18th century. Photo: Giorgio Merighi © Anatomical Museum Archive

Fig. 4 - Remigio Lei, Table with several enlargements representing the sensory corpuscle of Pacini, 19th century. Photo: Giorgio Merighi © Anatomical Museum Archive
the previous century. The specialized knowledge that medical authorities trained so arduously to comprehend were rendered visible to anyone (RUGGERI & PONTONI 2005).

By century’s end, medical institutions had insisted on the right to display the human body in the medical museum, though the museum itself had lost much of the pedagogical value for the discipline which it had been founded to serve (WOLF 2010, 66).

Medical museums remained large and well used into the twentieth century as the popularity of health exhibits in vast international expositions demonstrated. Changes in medical education and the academic status of material culture generally took their toll in the later twentieth century, however, especially the reduction in the number of post mortem examinations (Cooke 2006; BUKLIJAS 2010).

Dissection remained a keystone in the training of the would-be medical doctor, but was attended by difficulties quite similar to those found in the anatomical theatres dating from earlier times. As with anatomical theaters of the eighteenth century, bodies as ‘source material’ were not easy to acquire, and controversies over how medical colleges obtained these bodies was a matter of public debate (SAPPOL 2002). For this reason, medical and anatomy museums were a teaching tool where the medical trainee could approach anatomy without taking an active role in acquiring the bodies of the dead (RICHARDSON 2001; CRIGNON-DE OLIVEIRA & GAILLE-NIKODIMOV 2004).

In recent years anatomy and pathology collections have diminished their leading roles in medical education for many reasons: a lot of specimens in anatomical and medical museums have become artifacts of a past which had once favored gross anatomy, bypassed by professionals in the field who were busily pursuing increasingly complex biological theories and their interests in biological and biomedical research activities, even if recently new anatomical specimens have been created like plastinated specimens, obtained by a tissue preservation technique that uses durable polymers to replace water and lipids, resulting in durable, dry and odorless specimens (WALTER 2004; MARKOVIĆ & MARKOVIĆ-ŽIVKOVIC 2010).

Dissections and preparations by anatomists or medical students and the disposal and burial of the remains or the preservation of teaching specimens that survive today in medical museums are complex and fascinating (HACKETT 1951; MITCHELL ET AL. 2011, 91).

To avoid collections being seen as ghoulish repositories of disembodied remains, it is important to find in labels, documents or books their stories with their own narratives and variable meanings (BLACKWELL 2007; WOLF 2010).

Even though medical museums failed to erase the need for dissection and other types of medical training, they met professionalizing needs similar to those of natural science museums in the nineteenth century, where the collections were exhibited for pedagogical purposes and where knowledge production and experimentation could flourish (MARREEZ ET AL. 2010).

There are some controversies which are just as relevant today as they were when they were discussed in past centuries: Who was authorized to exhibit anatomy? What sorts of bodies were appropriate for display? Who ought to be permitted to view anatomy?

Through a careful planning of an interdisciplinary collaboration, anatomical and medical museums can generate and facilitate a range of activities pertaining to an education and research functions: by seeking out such opportunities they will remain relevant and innovative (e.g. the Wellcome Collection recently opened in London which revealed considerable public appetite for medical heritage2).

---

European Anatomical Collections Project

Among many possible systematic approaches for a project concerning the anatomical collections, we have decided first of all to design a prototype for an online survey. This survey aims at collecting a first set of data about anatomical and medical collections and it will be submitted to the museums that are recorded in two significant databases about University Museums: the Italian POMUI – the Portal of Italian University Museums (CORRADINI 2012) – and the international UMAC Worldwide Database of University Museums & Collections (fig. 5–6). Working in a network is a basic cultural choice, a commitment to grow and to improve as production centers of knowledge, activities and services.

The prototype for the online survey to collect a first set of data about anatomical collections is structured in nine sections. The basic areas of interest for the project are:

---

A. General information
B. History and type of collection
C. Status of research connected with the collections
D. Objects of the collections
E. Conservation
F. Documentation
G. Exhibition
H. Accessibility
I. Contemporary anatomists and fields of interest

The survey has altogether twenty questions; each section is composed of several specific questions as follows:

A. General information: questions 1–2.
B. History and type of collections: questions 3–7.
   For the historical survey, it is important not only to complete the historical overview, but also to clarify the invisible mechanisms behind the making of anatomical and medical museums and their relations with public audiences and medical professionals.
C. Status of research connected with the collections: question 8.
   The aim is to illustrate the influence of changes in anatomy on development of medicine and the changes in anatomy 'per se': more sophisticated methods of research, analyzing and synthesizing of results, to better understand the structure and the functions of the human body.
F. Documentation: question 15.
G. Exhibition of historical specimens: questions 16–17.
   The main questions are: how are historical specimens presented in today's museum and how are their meanings transformed so as to fit today's interests? How do those who manage the collections regulate public curiosity? This will lead to a better understanding of the reciprocal relation between those looking at the collections and specific ways of exhibiting the anatomical body; for what purposes (teaching or general interest?) and how they should be exhibited? The display of human remains in any museum is a complex issue that demands a complex answer. Allowances need to be made for the missions within museums that display human remains, as medical and science museums present exhibitions in a different context than natural history and historical museums. In anatomical and medical museums, it is necessary to define curatorial practices regarding human remains through legal guidelines and museum policies – in particular according to ICOM (International Council of Museums)\(^5\) and Department of Culture, Media, and Sport,\(^6\) and to the American Association of Museums (American Association of Museums)\(^7\) and other recent documents –, clarifying the need for thorough interpretation, ethical context and provenance, and for sensitive displays of human remains appropriate to the mission of the museum. (ANDERSEN 2010).
H. Accessibility: question 18.

The future development of the project envisages a second step to integrate the mailing list of anatomical collections existing in the UMAC databases with other existing networks; moreover, the survey set of questions will be refined according to the first results and feedback from colleagues; finally, the integrated survey will be submitted to anatomical and medical museums in order to continue the collection of data.
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APPENDIX – The online survey

A. General information
   1. Filling date
   2. Name and e-mail to contact

B. History and type of collection
   3. Type of collection
      - Anatomical
      - Pathological
      - Mix
      - Other (please specify)
   4. Date of foundation
   5. Founder’s name
   6. Primary venue of collection
      (separate cabinet in university, palace or court, part of anatomical theatre)
   7. Collections providers and rulers

C. Status of research connected with the collections
   8. Researchers connected with the collections
      - Teacher
      - Schools and universities
      - Followers
      - Collaborators
      - Main fields of interest in anatomy
      - Impact of collection and anatomy
      - Publication
      - Journeys

D. Objects of the collections
   9. Famous objects
   10. Description of sort of objects
      - Natural bone models (complete skeletons or parts)
      - Wooden models
      - Clay models
      - Ivory models
      - Bronze models
      - Wax models
      - Dried models
      - Papier-machés models
      - Petrified models
      - Objects in glass containers
      - Plastinated models
      - Schemes and illustrations: printings, drawings, paintings

E. Conservation
   11. Conservation strategy for the objects
      - To handle
      - To clean
      - To repair
- To transport
- To store
- To exhibit

12. Instruments for microclimate
   - To measure
   - To record
   - To check

13. Instruments to check light radiations

14. Former conservation

F. Documentation
15. Documentation
   - Databases of objects
   - Databases of publications
   - Websites

G. Exhibitions of historical specimens (title, venue, date, author, organizer)
16. Past exhibitions
17. Present exhibitions

H. Accessibility
18. The collection is accessible to
   - Students
   - Researchers
   - Doctors/Nurses/PAMs
   - General public/tourists

I. Contemporary anatomists and fields of interest
19. Followers
   - Anatomists names
   - Name of collections
   - Universities
20. Contemporary main fields of research